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ON GENERALIZED SOLVABLE AND NILPOTENT GROUPS 

By Ismail A. Amin, :vJohamed A. Ibrahim and Nabila A. Weheba 

O. Introduction 

A necessary and sufficient condition is given on an integer 50 that a group 

having order 11 shou!d possess a certain structural pro야rty. Necessary and 

sufficient conditions are also posed on a g roup pJssessing a certain invariant 

series to be upper nilpoten t. Investigation is extended to give a condition for 

a group having a cerlain invariant syslem 10 be SN- group, SI- group, Z-group 
。r an upper nilpotent group. 

ln this paper we ad opt the notions used in Kuros’ monograph [5] as well 

as Ihose cited in the second author' s paper [3] . We refer the reader 10 both 

works for unexplained terminology used here without reference. 

1. Nilpotency propcrties of groups of order n and upper nilpotency properties 

of groups composed of abelian groups oC Ci nite rank . 

DEFINITION. A group for which every finitely generated subgroup has an 

order dividing at least one integer nεr， n* 1 is called a r - group, r being a 

set of positive integers 

LEMMA J. (0 . Pazderski, see [7]) All groψS 01 order n=까l pr? @l, , Pr 

different þrimes. r, a
1’ 

‘ ar i ntegers) are n;씨’시l씨pot“t“en…n끼t iσj all쩌11써'ld on’”써1 

l :::;v~드Ea의j'’ iι， j = 1,’ .、’ rι -

LEMMA 2. All groups of order n=까1 ... p;' are nilpotent 0/ class at most c if 

and only if Pi +꺼-1， 1드νE익’ i. j = 1, ...• r, and ai :::;c+ 1 

PROOF. If n has the property stated, Ihen every group G of order n is 

nilpotent (Iemma 1), i. e. G is the direcl pr여uct of its Sylo\V subgroups P,’ 
I P, where Pi is a group of order p~1 (i=!, " ', r). If P is a group of order 

p' (,, ;::: 2 integer, p prime) then is nilpotent of c1ass at most ,, -1 because 

Ip: P'I ;:::P'. Therefore the c1ass of nilpotency of G is at most c= max(c (P ,) , 

c(P, )) 5 ma x (",-1, ",-1) 5 c unless ",="'=",=1; but in the last case 
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G is commutative, 50 c(G)$ι 
Conversely, if all groups of order n are nilpotent of c1ass at most c, then n 

satisfies the stated properties (Iemma 1) with the exceptíon ai흐c+ l; but it 

al50 holds, since for every a :2:2 integer and p prime, there is a p-group of 

nilpotency c1ass a - I‘ 

THEOR EM 3. 11 r is a set 01 integers such that all r -groups are locally nilpotent, 
t Jz en all r -groups are nilpolenl Or þ-grouþs 

PROOF. For 0 fixed n드r， .11 groups of order n will be r-groups. Since all 

r - groups .re loc. lIy nilpotent, then. lI groups of order n .re nilpotent. Hence 

every nE r satisfies the condition of lemma 1. Let H be finitely gener.ted 

subgroup of • [’- group G. Jf G is not a p- group, then we can find a, bεG 
with different prime orders Po and qo respectívely, and assume tha t Po < qo' The 

group {a, b, f l} is a finite subgroup of G and 50 its order divides a num야r 

nEr, and 50 Po' qo ond 1 H I .re divi50rs of ι Hence for each p'.;!'I H I we 

have qo+쩌- ] ; therefore either a<po - ] or a < qo -1. By lemma 2, the c1.ss a 

nilpotency of “ is certainly sm. lIer than 9
0

, Since this holds for every finite 

subgroup of the locolly finite group G, we have th.t G is nilpotent. 

THEOREM 4. 11 n=셔l pZ‘'!and 다，2 1 (l=l, ·, k) are glim ,,uegers, therl all 

groups of order n the Sylow P「subgroups of zuhich are generated by rA eleme,1ts are 

l때 

PROOF. Let G be a group of order n satisfies the condition of the theorem. 

1 f n is even, then n。 αId prime can divide n, 50 in this case G is a 2- group, 
.nd so it is nilpoten t. Jf 11 is odd, then G is of αId order ond 50 it is solvable, 
and 50 G has a nontrivial abelian normal subgroup the Sylow p-subgroups of 
which are norm.1 is G. Let P휴 ] be a maximal normal p-subgroup of G, then 
G/ P has no * 1 norm.1 p-subgroup. (By inductíon on the order of G we have 

G/ P is nilpotent). Therefore ( IP I, IG/ P I) = l , and 50 there exists a subgroup 

". H of G such th.t PH=G, p n H = 1. Consider the homomorphic mapping x-二.

Jz - Jx h where xεx， xEPl rþ (P ) , h르H and rþ( P) is the Frattini subgroup of P. 

Thus the homomorphism h• <p. maps H into the automorphism group 

Aut(Plq, (P)) of P fØ(P). Since the number of generators of P fØ(P) does not exceed 

that of p , then IP fØ (P) 1=/ where 1드d$rp' Suppose thot q is a prime such 
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that q/ O( 'Ph ) ;then q/ IAut (Pl iþ(P))I. Since O(써) /O(h). then q/ O(h) ; and 50 

q/I GI. Since Pliþ(P) is elementary abelian. then IAut Pliþ(P) 1=(/-1) 
d(d-') 

(pd-pd-1). Then q/P-1-- (pd-l) (p-l). Theref。re there exists 1Sν :::; d:::; rp. 

such that q/P'-I which is a contradiction with q/ IG I. Hence no prime q/O(ψ서 

can exist, and so 0 (ψh)= 1 ; ￦hich means that every element hE}J translorms 

P/iþ (P) identically. then }J is normal in G. Thus G is the direct product of P 

and 11. but }J is nilpotent by induction. 50 G is nilpoten t. 

To prove the ccnverse. let Pp’ Þ m be different primes among P" .. .• P" such 

that Pm/P~- 1 lor scme integer I:::;r:::;η Consider the lield F 01 chara te떠ic 

Pp with P~ elements and denote Ý the multiplicative group F / (OJ and F+ the 

additive group of F which is elementary aèelian. Let Q be a subgroup 01 Ý , 
a 

having Pm elements. For an element aεQ the homomorphic mapping :z:-• m 

(where :Z:EF+) is an endomorphism of F+ Therelore the homomorphic mapping 

a2...0. ' maps Q homomorphically into Aut F+. It is c1ear tha t p is not the 

trivial representation 01 Q over the vector space F+. By the homomorphic 
8 

mapping r3• xa=x
Q for aεQ and :z: EF+. the symboJs (a. :z:) lorm a group G, 

under the prcduct rule (a
1
, x

1
) (a

2
, x

2
) = (a

j
a

2
, xfZx

2
) where a l' Q2εQ and x

1’ 
X ,EF+. G1 is a semidirect prcduct 01 two subgroups K

1 
and Q, isomorphic to 

F+ and Q respectively ; and so I G1 1=싸 Pm' This group G1 is not nilpotent. 

lor the representation 01 its subgroup Ql over the normal subgroup K , is 

nontrivia l. Now. let G, be the direct product 01 G1 and the cyclic group of 

。rder n/4 %, then the order 。f G2 lS the glVen Integer n, and more。ver it 

is not nilpotent 

LEMMA 5. (see [4]) A Slψer solvable torsion group G is upper nilpo!ent if for 

aη'y two elements a. bEG. if p/ O(a) and q/O(b). then p+q- 1. Conversely. if P/ q- 1. 

/hen G must 110/ be upper nilpotent 

THEOREM 6. A supersolvable group G is upper nilpotent if for any two elements 

a. bEG of any factor group G of G. if p=O(a) and q=O(b). then pfq- 1. Conversely. 

if p/q- 1. then G must not be upper 서φotent. 

PROOF‘ The supersolvable group G has an ascending chain of normal 
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subgroups with cyc1 ie factors. If G in not torsion then one con associate t。

this chain a foctor group G/ H with an infinite cyc1 ic normal subgroup. 
Therefore there is H이B이A이G such that A/ H is an inlinite cyc1 ic group and 

IA: B I=6 which implies that there are elements 01 order 2 and 3 in G/ B, 
contradicting our condition that pfq- l. Hence G is torsion and by lemma 5 it 

should be upper nilpotent as wel l. The converse statement lollows at once 

Irom lemmo 5. 

LEMMA 6. (see [4]) A solνable lor5;01l group G of rank at most r is uÞPer 

’,;Ipotent if /or a llJl two elements a, beG, il p/ O(a) and q/O(b) then pfq“-1, 
l S;vS;r. Conversely , ;/ P/t! - 1 /or s011le 1드rS:r， then G must 1I0t be upper 
nilpotent. 

THEOREM 7. A solvable group G 0/ ra싸 at most r ;5 upþer nilþotent if 끼or alα 

two elements a, beG 0/ any /actor group G 0/ G, ;/ p=O(a) and q=O(b) , then 

p fq"-1, 1드vS;r. Conversely, ;/ p/ qT -1 /or some 1드rS;r， then G must not be upper 

nilpotent. 

PROOF. If the solvoble group G 01 ronk at m∞t r is not a torsion group 
then it has ot least one factor group G/ H which contains an infinite abelian 

normal subgroup A=K/H with at m∞t r generators. If T=K/H is the periodic 

port 01 A , then the loctor group B::::A/T::::K/ K, is the direct product 01 at 

most r inlinite cyc1ic subgroups. Then B6=Kz' K, is such 0 characteristic 

subgroup 01 B with IB: B
6

1 isdivisible by6, in other words 1 (K/ K ,) : (K/K,) 1 

:::: IK: K
2
1 is divisible by 6 and 50 6 divides the order 01 a subgroup 01 the 

foctor group G/ K
2
• Therelore the lactor group G/ K2 has elements 01 orders 

2,3 which contradicts the loct thot pfq- l. Hence G is a torsion group ond 

occording to lemmo 6 G should be upper nilpotent. For the converse of the. 

orem an oppeal to lemmo gives directly the required result and this completes 

the proof. 

2. Similar results using the concept of invariant systems 

We start by proving the lollowing result. 

THEOREM 8. 1/ 셔 a grouþ G evelγ ch서if factor ;5 nilþotent of cla5s at most c, 
then i5 힘-grouþ. 

PROOF. Let G be 0 group with the prescribed property and let B 0 subgroup 
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of G. 
Firstly, if B is simple, then B is nilpotent of c1ass at most c. so every 

maximal subgroup of B is normal and hence G is 피-group and so it must be 

an 화-group 

Secondly, if B is not simple, then there is at least a maximal normal proper 
subgroup N of B and B/ N is simple. Consider a maximal proper subgroup A 

of B such that A그N. Since N is normal of B, then N is normal of A, and 

so A / N is a subgroup of B/ N which contradicts the condition that B/ N is 
simple. Then in every subgroup B of G, every maximal proper subgroup A of 

B is norma I in B, and 50 G is an 끼 group, and since every Ñ-group is an 

SN- group G is certainly an ζ파 group. 

THEOREM 9. Ij Q’‘!y chiej jQctor of a given grouþ is cyclic, then the grouþ itself 

i s Q Z-grouþ 

PROOF. Let a group G is such tha t any chief factor is cyclic, and let B be 

a sùbgroup of G. 
Firstly, if B is simple, then B is cyclic, and so every pr。야r maxima 1 sub 

group A of B is normal in B. But this is a condition for G to be an 피-group 

(see [4) ) 

Secondly, if B is not simple, then there is at least a maximal normal proper 

subgroup N of B such that B/ N is simple. Let A be a maximal proper subgroup 

of B such that A그N. Since N is norma I of B, then N is normal of A. So 

A/N= 1 is a subgroup of B/ N which is a contradiction with the condition that 
B/ N is simple. In other words in every subgroup B of G, every maximal proper 

subgroup A of B is normal in B. Then G is an 피-group having invariant 

system with cyclic factor. But this condition forces that G should be Z-group. 

THEOREM 10. lf every þroper subgrouþ of a given grouþ ‘s cyclic, then the group 

itself is upþer nilþotent. 

PROOF. Let a group G is such that any proper subgroup is cyclic and let 

B* 1 is a subgroup of G. Then B is cyclic and every maximal pr。야r subgroup 
A of B is normal in B. so G should be an Ñ- group. Since G is an ψ-group 

such that any proper subgroup is cyclic , then there is a maximal subgroup 

H of G which is cyclic. so H has an ascending invariant series with cyclic 
factor. Therefore G has an acending invariant series with cyclic factors and this 
means tha t G is an upper nilpotent (see [4)) 
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THEOREM 11. 1I every proper subgroup 01 a given group G is ab,lian then G is 

an SN*-grouþ 

PROOF. Let G be a group such that any of its pr때er subgroups is abelian 

lf B is a subgroup of G. then B is abelian and every maximal proper subgroup 

A of B is normal in B. and so G is 피-group. Since every subgroup of G is 

abelian. then there is a maximal subgroup H of G that possesses an ascending 

invariant series with abelian factor. Therefore G has an ascending normal 

series with abelian factors. Hence G is SN*- group. 
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